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1. Introduction

In February 2003 a large landslide occurred, that 
involved a portion of a new motorway in the Pelo-
ponnese area (Fig. 1a), causing the movement of ap-
proximately 6.000.000 m3 of soil and completely di-
srupting the road traffic (see Fig. 1b before the ma-
jor event and 2a after the major event). Notably, at 
the outbreak of the major, catastrophic event, the pa-
vement moved for approximately 100 m in plan and 
about 40m vertically, the road was disrupted for 
about 200m and a vertical movement of about 10 to 
15m developed at the crest (Fig. 2a). The landslide 
was destructive, totally altering the landscape, as 
cracks and ruptures of various width and height de-
veloped, streams were diverted, scattered ponds we-
re created and agricultural roads and warehouses 
were destroyed. The mitigation measures, which in-
clude the motorway diversion from the sliding body 
mass via a bridge, have been completed.

The paper presents the evolution and the inter-
pretation of the landslide through two different geo-
technical investigations carried out in the area of in-
terest. The first investigation was performed in 2000 
and 2001, almost two years prior to the major activa-
tion, and the second one from June 2003 to June 
2005 after the catastrophic event.

2. Sequence of events

The construction of this new motorway began 
in the early 1990s, while the main earthworks were 
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Fig. 1 – a) Location of the landslide; b) General view (left: 
north, right: south) of the motorway and the relative road-
works in year 2001 – before the major event.
Fig. 1 – A) Ubicazione della frana: b) planimetria generale 
(sinistra: nord, destra: sud) dell’autostrada e lavori eseguiti 
nell’anno 2001 – prima dell’evento principale.
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completed in the mid-1990s. In the landslide area 
the motorway included both a cut slope and an 
embankment fill (Fig. 1b). The embankment fill 
included a typical road embankment fill and a 
downslope loose deposit of the excavated material 
with variable gradation (Fig. 1b). At the crest of 
the flysch and colluvium cut slope (Fig. 1b) a deep 
trench had been constructed to collect surface 
rain water towards two transversal culverts, both 
exiting at the toe of the embankment fill (Fig. 1b, 
exit of culvert). According to local witnesses, 
shortly after the completion of the earthworks so-
me sliding problems developed within the road 
embankment. Next, the berms of the embankment 
were reformed, more material was placed at the 
toe of the existing embankment and the culvert 
was lengthened. The geotechnical investigations 
during the construction works did not capture the 
plan view limits of the instability.

In March 2000 and right after the road had be-
en opened to traffic, cracks and settlements appea-
red on the pavement, and repaired. During the fol-
lowing three years, the cracks were growing at a 
slow rate, depending on the rainfall, requiring fur-
ther repairing. In January 2003, after a very intense 
rainfall period, a considerable settlement of the pa-
vement was observed right above the axis of one of 
the two culverts (the south one – towards Kalama-
ta). Soon, the settlement expanded to become a 
“crater” with a progressively enlarging diameter 
(Fig. 2b), while a widening of the scattered cracks 
along the road pavement and the unstable slope 
was observed. In addition, the water outflow from 
the culverts and the development of local “springs” 
had increased considerably. The displacements we-
re continuously developing and under a continuous 

intense rainfall the major event occurred in Februa-
ry 2003, totally disrupting the motorway (Fig. 2a). 

3. Geographic, Geological and Climatic Context

3.1. Geographic context

The affected area is located in the prefecture of 
Arcadia, in the central – western part of the Pelopon-
nese, and close to the Messinia prefecture. The land-
slide occurred on the Paradeisia – Tsakona part of a 
Motorway that connects Tripoli (capital of Arcadia) 
with Kalamata (capital of Messinia and second big-
gest port of the Peloponnese, Fig. 1a).

3.2. Geological context

The area is situated on an overthrusted part of 
the Pindos unit (the alpine basement of Fig. 3), in 
the Gavrovo – Tripolis zone that defines the 
geological setting of the area (see Fig. 3). More spe-
cifically, within the narrow area of interest the en-
countered units are described as follows (see Fig. 4 
concerning geological cross sections of the area and 
Fig. 5 concerning the geotechnical plan view mod-
el). SOTIROPOULOS et al. [2004] have presented the ge-
ological conditions at the landslide and most of in-
formation comes from their publication. Informa-
tion on the geology and tectonics of the region are 
presented by KATSIKATSOS [1980], FOUNDOULIS et al. 
[2004] and FOUNTOULIS and MARIOLAKOS [2008].
– Alpine tectonized Flysch of Upper Jurassic – Lower 

Cretaceous age with its two subunits (modified 
from SOTIROPOULOS et al., 2004): 

Fig. 2 – a) General view of the landslide and disruption of the motorway in year 2003 – after the major event; b) “Crater” ap-
pearance on the carriageway.
Fig. 2 – a) Panoramica generale della frana e del danno all’autostrada nel 2003 – dopo l’evento maggiore; b) comparsa di un “Cratere” 
sulla carreggiata.

b)a)
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a) Sandstone: medium bedded, fine to medium grai-
ned calcite sandstone with thin siltstone interla-
yers and a maximum layer thickness more than 
100m. The layer dip direction varies from N-NE 
to NE inclined from 15o to 20o. Any change in the 
dip direction is attributed to a twisting due to faul-
ting and bending as a result of alpine tectonics. 
This formation defines the south stable limit of 
the landslide (sandstone cut at the right of Figs. 
1b and 2a).

b) Flysch: a complex structure of alternating blue 
– ash coloured siltstone, sandstone, red radiola-
rite, chert and sparsely limestone (see flysch in 
Fig. 1b). In the lower layers siltstone with san-
dstone interlayers prevail, whereas the upper la-
yers are mainly made of siltstone, chert, radio-
larite and interlayers of limestone. The area is 
characterized by frequent folds and internal la-
minations, these being restrained in the presen-
ce of the sandstone. The layer thickness is varia-
ble, probably from 40 to 50 m, while dip direc-

tion varies from N to N-NE with a considerable 
scattering.

– Alpine Upper Cretaceous Limestone: white-grey, 
thin bedded–crystalline, pelagic, with clay-marl 
interlayers in the deeper horizons and quartzi-
te interlayers in the upper part. It is overthru-
sted on the alpine formations and located abo-
ve the landslide scarp (Fig. 1b). The layer dip 
direction varies from N-NNW to S-SSE and the 
inclination from 25o to 30o. The layers are ben-
ded, forming open folds with an axis of ENE-
WSW.
On the top of these zones, there are formations 

generated by the more recent geological processes 
[SOTIROPOULOS et al., 2004]:
– Weathered flysch (flysch mantle): a weak layer that 

comes from the weathering of the in situ un-
derlying bedrock . Within this formation, a de-
ep sliding of 3 m to 12 m variable thickness of 
brown, blue-grey or red-grey clay, with a variable 
thickness from 3 m to 12 m was observed 

Fig. 3 – Schematic map showing the neotectonic regime of central-western Peloponnese. 1 = Holocene deposits; 2 = Pleis-
tocene marine deposits; 3 = Plio-Pleistocene continental deposits; 4 = Plio-Pleistocene lacustrine deposits; 5 = Alpine base-
ment; 6 = dominant plunge of Alpine   fold axes; 7 = rotational axis; 8 = Neotectonic fault zone; 9 = Neotectonic fold axis; 10 
= thrust [FOUNTOULIS and MARIOLAKOS, 2008].
Fig. 3 – Pianta schematica con indicazione e lineamenti neotettonici del Peloponneso centro occidentale.1) depositi olocenici; 2) depositi 
marini pleistocenici; 3) depositi continentali plio-pleistocenici; 4) depositi lacustri plio-pleistocenici; 5) basamento alpino; 6) vergenza 
principale delle pieghe alpine; 7) asse rotazionale; 8) zona di faglia neotettonica; 9) asse di piega neotettonica; 10) sovrascorrimento 
[FOUNTOULIS e MARIOLAKAS, 2008).
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– Post-alpine geological deposits (colluvium depo-
sits): of Pliocene and Pleistocene period, for-
med through geological processes that include 
weathering and erosion of the Pindos unit for-
mations, followed by transportation into place 
through gravitational, flowing, creep and shal-
low landsliding movements, giving limestone 
and flysch colluvia. This complex of deposits has 
a max thickness of about 20 m and a variable gra-
ding from clayey to sandy-gravel according to its 
origin. The siltstone and claystone flysch collu-
vium is clayey with limited presence of sand and 
gravel, blue-grey to red. The chert and sandsto-
ne colluvium is coarse grained (the gravel pre-
vails), brown to red and/or grey-green coloured. 
The limestone colluvium is coarse grained.

– Manmade deposits (embankments and fills): crea-
ted during the construction of the motorway that 
cover a considerable part of the area. They come 
predominantly from the excavated flysch, with 
a variable grading, clayey or sandy deposits with 
gravel and cobbles mostly of sandstone origin. 
The fills on the sides of the road embankments 
are looser than the main embankment body, 
while the maximum embankment-fill height is 
about 25 m (from crest to toe).

– Shallow landslides: of the colluvium deposits 
mainly (Figs. 4 and 5).

– River Terraces: (Figs. 4 and 5).

3.2. Climatic context

According to the Köppen climate classification, 
the climate of central-western Peloponnese is Medi-
terranean (Csa), dry-summer subtropical characte-
rized by a strong winter to summer rainfall contrast. 
More specifically, the extreme rainfall events are 
mostly associated with cyclones as humid Mediterra-
nean air is advected against the slopes of the 
mountain ridges (such as the one in the landslide 
area) surrounding the Mediterranean basin [NA-
STOS and ZEREFOS, 2010]. In the broader area of inte-
rest the average monthly winter rainfall is more 
than 5 times greater than the corresponding sum-
mer rainfall (1957-1999 online data from the Helle-
nic National Meteorological Service), while the 
rainy period begins in October. The maximum 
monthly cumulative rainfall typically occurs from 
November to January, which may exceed the 100 
mm average per month, with a small drop in Fe-
bruary. According to the National Observatory of 

Fig. 4 – Geological – geomorphological sections of the landslide. Modified from SOTIROPOULOS et al. [2004].
Fig. 4 – Sezioni geologiche e geomorfologiche della frana. Modificato da SOTIROPOULOS et al. [2004].
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Athens monthly meteorological bulletins [NATIONAL 
OBSERVATORY OF ATHENS, 2003a and 2003b] the 
monthly cumulative rainfall in January and Februa-
ry 2003 was up to 200% of the average rainfall for 
the period 1961 – 1990. Precipitation measure-
ments were not available in the landslide or nearby 
area and, therefore, direct comparisons of the rain-
fall with the landslide evolution (e.g. surface move-

ments, pore water pressures, soil profile move-
ments) are not possible.

4. Geomorphological context 

The Tsakona landslide moves EW and cuts the 
motorway transversely. The geomorphology of the 

Fig. 5 – Geotechnical model – general plan view with landslide limits in 2001 and 2003 and the horizontal surface displace-
ments (the different lines correspond to the two measurement periods). Modified from BELOKAS et al. [2013]. 
Fig. 5 – Modello geotecnico – Planimetria generale con indicazioni dei limiti della frana nel 2001 e nel 2003 e degli spostamenti 
superficiali orizzontali (le line corrispondono ai due periodi di misura) modificato da BELOKAS et al. [2013].
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landslide area has been influenced by both the tec-
tonic structures and the more recent landslide 
events. This area has a graben-like depression mor-
phology, while above the motorway there is surficial 
depletion (see Figs. 1b, 2a, 4 and 5). The depression 
has allowed for the accumulation of colluvium of sig-
nificant thickness and the depletion resulted in the 
development of the characteristic amphitheatric ge-
ometry. A tectonic activity may have influenced the 
formation of the depression. For instance, the exist-
ence of a fault was interpreted during the first geo-
technical investigation in boreholes ΓΝ9 and ΓΝ10 
as fresh bedrock was not found at about 35m depth. 
On the contrary, the bedrock was found in the cen-
tre of the depression in the boreholes A1, A16 ΓΝ5, 
ΓΝ4 at depths lower than 35m.The fault, bounded 
by the thick bedded sandstone, was revealed by the 
final event (Fig. 2a).

4.1. Macro-structures

Alpine and post-alpine tectonics had a profound 
influence on the overall geomorphological and 
hydrogeological conditions, as well as on the degra-
dation of the flysch substratum. The alpine orogene-
sis has deformed the substratum, generating folds, 
thrusts and laminations on the N-S to NW-SE and 
E-W to NE-SW [FIKIRIS et al., 2011, SOTIROPOULOS et al., 
2004] axes (Fig. 3), as commonly found in western 
Greece [FOUNDOULIS et al., 2004]. This tectonic activi-
ty has resulted in: a) the degradation of the afore-
mentioned flysch to a weak rock mass, more suscep-
tible to erosion and weathering actions and b) the 
emerging of a fold belt on the siltstone – claystone 
flysch in the area of the morphological depression 
(Fig. 4). The depression is bound by two alpine re-
verse faults a Southern and a Northern one [SOTIRO-
POULOS et al., 2004] (Fig. 4).

The two fault zones are characteristic tectonic di-
scontinuities of brittle materials (i.e. the sandstone) 
that develop steeply, at lower extent, transversal (EW 
to NE-SW), not intersecting the complete lithology, 
since they do not cross the limestone [FOUNDOULIS et 
al., 2004]. This nearly vertical South fault, crosses 
vertically the road and separates the “stable” sandsto-
ne (south) from the unstable area (Fig. 2a). The 
North fault separates the unstable area from a less di-
sturbed rockmass of alternating sandstone and 
siltstone. Other neotectonic fault structures, found 
in the neighbouring basins of Kalamata and Megalo-
polis also have a transversal direction, but it has been 
argued that they do not relate to the area of interest 
[FIKIRIS et al., 2011]. The most relevant one is proba-
bly the Charadros gorge (“charadra” in Greek means 
gorge). An additional structure is the already men-
tioned tectonic overthrust of the upper cretaceous 
limestone at the east.

Both limestone and flysch have a syncline fold 
structure of ENE-WSW axis [FOUNDOULIS et al., 2004; 
SOTIROPOULOS et al., 2004]. The multiple internal la-
minations within the siltstone – claystone flysch have 
contributed to the degradation of the non-uniform 
rock mass.

4.2. Hydrogeology

The highly permeable upper cretaceous limesto-
ne is the main source of the groundwater within the 
colluvium and the substratum. The stable substra-
tum in the landslide area shows a lower permeability 
with the exception of the sandstone and chert hori-
zons that influence the piezometric regime. In addi-
tion, springs do develop at the limestone – flysch 
contact above the unstable area, the development of 
which has been argued to be also related to the afo-
rementioned syncline structures.

The surface runoff from the springs and the 
rainfall infiltrates primarily within the high perme-
ability limestone colluvium horizons and the man-
made fills, resulting in the development of perched 
water aquifers above the low permeability flysch. 
Under the colluvium, the weathered flysch, where 
most of the movement occurs (see section 5.1), de-
velops a piezometric level just a few meters above 
the low permeability stable substratum. The piezo-
meter recordings during the observation period re-
vealed a small seasonal fluctuation of this piezome-
tric level.

5. Geomorphological evolution of the landslide

Concerning the recent geological evolution of 
the landslide, there seem to exist: a) rest periods du-
ring which the surficial deposits move translationally 
as a soil slope deformation [HUNGR et al., 2014] at a 
very slow rate and b) fierce events of large translatio-
nal movements HUNGR et al., [2014] of the surficial 
deposits accompanied by shallower mudflows. The 
landslide area can be divided into two areas, namely 
areas A and B (Fig. 4), associated with the two main 
stages of the contemporary activation, before and af-
ter the major event respectively. 

Moreover, the motorway, which included both 
cut slope and embankment fill, has been constructed 
on the top of the unstable materials (Figs. 1b, 4). 
The materials used for the embankments and fills ca-
me directly from the road cuts, containing a large 
portion of clay-silt. The considerable earthworks 
(cuts and embankments) altered the stability condi-
tions and probably the drainage of the area. These 
earthworks might have assisted in the activation of 
the instability, within an already unstable envi-
ronment. 
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5.1. Area A

During the rest period (first stage of the simulta-
neous activation) the local surficial material develo-
ped very slow movements (soil slope deformation 
type). This area can be further divided into A1, A2 
and A3 (see Fig. 4) areas with slightly different geo-
morphology. In the amphitheatric area A1, which 
rests above the motorway, the surficial deposits are up 
to 20m thick, while the average bedrock slope is about 
12o (see Fig. 4). In plan view, the surficial material be-
comes narrower around the motorway (Fig. 5). Area 
A2 is the mid-part, having a maximum thickness of 
about 30m. The surface and the bedrock slope incre-
ases slightly reaching about 23o, which is steeper than 
above and below, making the displaced materials 
from area A1 move directly towards area A3. Area A2 
can be characterized as a transition zone, while Area 
A3, with a milder surface and bedrock inclination, 
can be characterized as an accumulation zone.

During the rest period (investigation of year 
2000) and before the occurrence of the destructive 
– major event, uplifts and cracks were identified at 
the bottom of area A3. These were interpreted to de-
lineate a possible toe of the unstable surficial depo-
sits at that moment, which could be extended 
downhill. 

5.2. Area B

The lower area B, reaching down the Chara-
dros river, joined the failure during the major event 
(February 2003). The riverbed consists of narrow 
gravely – cobbled fluvial terraces. A stream separa-

tes area B into a north and a south part. The sou-
thern part is mainly covered by the surficial depo-
sits, while in the northern part the bedrock (san-
dstone – chert horizons) outcrops (Figs. 5 and 6). 
During the major event the displaced surficial de-
posits from area A moved towards area B having ini-
tially an E-W movement. It seems that: a) they thru-
sted upon the north flysch outcrop (Fig. 6) and b) 
they translated within the south part of area B mo-
ving there NE-SW towards the riverbed (Fig. 6). 
The geotechnical investigation revealed weaker zo-
nes of disturbed siltstone within the flysch of the 
thrusted bedrock. It has been interpreted that the 
displacement within the bedrock developed along 
these weaker zones.

6. Soil characterization through site and labo-
ratory tests

The soil characterization is based on exploratory 
boreholes and corresponding laboratory tests on se-
lected samples from the two geotechnical investiga-
tions, one in 2000 – 2001 before the major event and 
one in 2003 – 2005 after the major event. Boreholes 
series ΓΝ were performed and monitored during 
2000 – 2001, when site observations indicated move-
ments only in the area A (Fig. 5). Borehole series A 
and B were performed in 2003 – 2005. With respect 
to the already mentioned geological units, the geo-
technical units of interest include (Figs. 5, 7) [DOU-
NIAS et al., 2006, BELOKAS et al., 2013]:
– Embankments and fills (manmade deposits). 

These are generally considered stable concern-
ing their internal stability. These materials have 

Fig. 6 – General satellite plan view after the final activation of the landslide – the road has been temporary opened.
Fig. 6 – Mappa satellitare successiva all’attivazione finale della frana – la strada è stata temporaneamente aperta.
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been placed with a maximum horizontal/verti-
cal slope angle of 3/2 that is generally conside-
red stable. Before the major event, the boreho-
les close to the cross section of figure 7 revealed 
a thickness of 6.0 m in ΓΝ3 and 6.5 m in ΓΝ2. 
These materials are characterized according to 
AUSCS as clayey sands with gravel to clayey grav-
el with sand (SC-GC).

– Limestone and flysch colluvium (colluvium de-
posits). Before the major event, the boreholes 
close to the cross section of figure 7 revealed a 
thickness of 25.0 m in ΓΝ5, of 20.0 m in ΓΝ4, 
of 17.0 m in ΓΝ3, of 27.5 m in ΓΝ2 and of 
31.0 m in ΓΝ1. The geotechnical investigation 
after the major activation revealed a thickness 
of 3.5 m in borehole A9, of 17.5 m in A1 and of 
35.5 m in A4. In borehole A4 this thickness in-
cludes also displaced material from the above. 
Concerning their classification, according to 
USCS: a) limestone colluvium is characterized 
as clayey sand with gravel to clayey gravel with 
sand (SC-GC) and b) flysch colluvium is char-
acterized as low plasticity clay (CL), locally 
sandy or gravelly.

– Weathered flysch mantle. This is the in situ surfi-
cial weathered flysch, found mainly on top of 
the bedrock outcrop of area B (north of the 
stream). In borehole A7, after the major investi-
gation, it was found to have a thickness of 3.5m. 

This material is characterized as clayey gravel 
with sand.

– Weathered clayey flysch (flysch mantle), within 
which most of the shear slide occurs. Before the 
major event, it was found to have a thickness of 
5.0m in ΓΝ5, of 3.0 m in ΓΝ4, of 8.0 m in ΓΝ3, of 
6.0 m in ΓΝ2 and of 12.0 m in ΓΝ1. After the ma-
jor event it was found to have a zero thickness in 
borehole A9, a 2 m thickness in A1 and a 1 m in 
A4. This material is characterized according to 
USCS as clayey sand with gravel SC (locally SM).

– Bedrock. This is the substratum which is the flysch, 
an inhomogeneous material.
Concerning the landslide investigation and in-

terpretation a fundamental mechanical property 
is the residual strength [SKEMPTON, 1985; ANAGNO-
STOPOULOS and BELOKAS, 2011] of the weathered 
clayey flysch (i.e. the flysch mantle). Residual 
strength measurements on soil samples, obtained 
by means of the reversal direct shear technique, 
gave a range for the residual angle of friction φr = 
16° to 20°. Moreover, samples of this material gave 
Atterberg Limits of about PL=15% and LL=35%. 
The residual strength values determined for the 
weathered clayey flysch are close to the low end of 
the known published values, empirical equations 
and correlations for the measured Atterberg Li-
mits (e.g. Fig. 8) [LUPINI et al., 1981; KALTEZIOTIS, 
1993; STARK and EID, 1994; TIKA et al., 1996; WESLEY, 

Fig. 7 – Cross section of the slip surface in 2001 along axis shown in Fig. 4 [DOUNIAS et al., 2006; BELOKAS et al., 2013].
Fig. 7 – Sezione trasversale della superficie di scivolamento nel 2001, lungo l’asse riportato in Fig. 4.
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2003; SOTIROPOULOS et al., 2004; BELOKAS, 2015]. 
For instance, the empirical equation: a) of Voight 
as modified by BELOKAS [2015] φr=157/(Ip)0.693 gi-
ves φr=19.7o and b) of Kanji as modified by BELOKAS 
[2015] φr=770.96(LL)-0.986 gives φr=23.2o. Howe-
ver, the inhomogeneity along the slip surface and 
the large extent of the landslide make it unsafe to 
solely rely on the laboratory determined residual 
shear strength for the interpretation of the slope 
stability. Therefore, the back analysis technique 
can also be used for an estimation of the average 
mobilized residual angle of shearing resistance 
(see section 9).

7. Results of monitoring with special reference 
to pore pressure regime and displacement field

The in situ geotechnical instrumentation and mo-
nitoring included inclinometers, piezometers (simple 
standpipe type), surface crack indicators and surface 

monuments (Fig. 5). In all piezometers, steel rods we-
re placed for locating the slip depth (the so-called 
“slip indicators”). The movements during the major 
event destroyed all instruments of 2000 – 2001 investi-
gations and a second series of instruments were instal-
led and monitored during 2003 – 2005. Simple surfa-
ce crack monitors (Λ1 to Λ19 in Fig. 5) were installed 
during the first investigation giving an indication of 
the landslide evolution. Most of the instrumentation 
was installed within and around area A (the mobilized 
area before the major event – stage I of Fig. 6). The in 
situ instrumentation was left unattended for the pe-
riod from 2001 until 2003 (i.e. the major event).

7.1. Geotechnical investigations before the major event

The geotechnical investigation aimed at captur-
ing the phenomenon and sought possible remedia-
tion measures. The installed inclinometers (ΓΝ1 to 
ΓΝ10, Fig. 5) showed immediately deep displace-

Fig. 8 – Comparison of Tsakona landslide residual strength with previously published data based on: a) LUPINI et al. [1981] 
and b) STARK and EID [1994].
Fig. 8 – Paragone tra la resistenza residua della  frana di Tsakona e i dati pubblicati in precedenza da: a) LUPINI et al. [1981] e b) STARK 
e EID [1994].
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ments, while, in some cases, within a few days the tor-
pedo could not pass through the bent tube due to ma-
jor shear straining. Therefore, the depth of the deep 
slip surface was soon clearly identified (Figs. 4 and 7), 
which in the main sliding body was within the weath-
ered clayey flysch, on top of the bedrock. The slip sur-
face depth along A1-A2 axis (Figs. 5 and 7) was found: 
a) 23 m from ground surface in borehole ΓΝ5, b) 
20 m in ΓΝ4, c) 28.5 m in ΓΝ5, d) 32 m in ΓΝ2 and e) 
21.5 m in ΓΝ5. The maximum recorded slip surface 
displacement rate from the inclinometers was of the 
order of 1.5 to 3 cm/month (i.e. 18 to 36 cm/year).

The displacement monitoring results of surface 
monuments (ΓΝ1 to ΓΝ10 and M1 to M6, Fig. 5) are 
presented in the form of displacement vectors in fig-
ure 5. Different vector colours correspond to differ-
ent measurement periods. The monuments with ze-
ro displacements and the field study – surface map-
ping of cracks provided information concerning the 
initial plan limits of the landslide (Fig. 5). The sur-
face monuments within the unstable area showed a 
definite magnitude and direction of displacement, 
which verifies the axis A1 – A2 as the landslide major 
axis (Fig. 5). The surface displacements were greater 
in the middle (area A2) and especially the upper 
part (area A1), reaching there about 2 cm/month 
(i.e. 24 cm/year) during the monitoring period. In 
addition, the recorded surface displacements on the 
sliding part of the large fill at the southern limit the 
unstable area were about 6.25 cm/month between 
the first and second measurement and 1.65 cm/
month between the second and the third. These 
seem to belong to a semi-independent movement 
due to surface sliding of the fill on the sandstone 
flysch colluvium. With an average displacement of 20 
to 25 cm/year the landslide during this rest period 
can been classified according to CRUDEN and VARNES 
[1996] as a velocity class 1 (extremely slow).

Piezometers (ΓΝ1 to ΓΝ10 and ΓΝ3’, ΓΝ4’, Fig. 
5) were installed at different depths (within the bed-
rock and the surface mantle) to investigate the pore 
pressure at the vicinity where the deep slip move-
ments. Inclinometers were also equipped with simple 
piezometers. The general conclusions from the ob-
servations were: a) uphill and towards the overlying 
limestone in area A1 the piezometric level increases, 
being clearly within the surficial deposits, b) right 
above the road, the piezometric level is just few me-
ters above the bedrock, c) in areas A2 and A3 the pie-
zometric level is close to the flysch mantle – bedrock 
interface, almost coinciding with the slip surface and 
d) the piezometric level fluctuation was not signifi-
cant. In addition, a surface runoff was easily recognis-
able, especially at the south limit of the instability and 
at the vicinity of the south fault zone uphill the road 
(area A1), where the water outflow was constant. The 
culvert (Fig. 5) collecting the north stream, situated 
outside of the main instability and above the road, 

had a considerable water flow during the winter peri-
od, while a second culvert (Fig. 5) at the south part of 
the instability was mainly collecting surface runoff.

Concluding, according to the geotechnical investi-
gation of this phase (before the major event): a) the 
movements developed in area A (see initial toe of Fig. 
5 and stage I of Fig. 6), b) the displacements were slow-
ly evolving (rest period) and c) the piezometric level 
within the sliding body was low, while there existed sur-
face runoff coming from springs. In addition, the land-
slide had the following geometrical characteristics 
(Figs. 5 and 7): a) width on the road axis: 200 m, b) 
maximum width (below road axis): 370 m, c) crest to 
toe length: 680 m, d) maximum depth: 32 m, e) maxi-
mum depth on the road edge: 28 m, f) volume (ap-
proximately): 2.500.000 m3 and g) average displace-
ment rate: about 20 to 25 cm/year. These observations 
lead to the conclusion of a slow rate active landslide 
(velocity class 1) according to CRUDEN and VARNES 
[1996] classification and soil slope deformation ac-
cording to HUNGR et al. [2014] in which a different pore 
pressure regime could lead to a more destructive acti-
vation.

7.2. Visual observations during and after the major event

In February 2003 the major event began within 
area A, which lasted for a period of about 1 month 
and only visual observations were possible (Figs. 9a, 
10a). At this stage, an uphill retrogression and 
downhill progression developed changing the limits 
of the landslide (Figs. 2a, 5, 6, 7). The downhill pro-
gression included area B as well (Fig. 2a) and at the 
end of the major event, the field study revealed:
– a considerable uplift within the fluvial riverbed 

(Fig. 11). This narrowed the riverbed, resulting 
in upstream ponds, and defined the final toe of 
the landslide;

– a surficial movement that reached up to 100m, 
as observed by the displacement of the carriage-
way, and included a flow of the uphill surficial 
materials with high water content (see Figs. 1b, 
2a, 9 and 10);

– next to the landslide, to the south, below the 
40m high sandstone cut slope, the fill of signifi-
cant thickness did not all move considerably du-
ring the final event (Fig. 2a). Only part of it de-
veloped some movement (Fig. 5);

– a considerable water flow at the scarp area, 
which did not exist during the previous inve-
stigation before the major event. This observa-
tion further supports the concept that the water 
flow within the overthrusted limestone affected 
the pore pressure regime at the lower altitudes, 
having therefore a crucial role in the overall sta-
bility. In addition, the stream flow was enhan-
ced.
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– Near and below the toe of the initial movements 
(below area A3 and within area B), while the 
stream changed its route locally and the flow was 
segmentally underground.
During this stage the landslide can be characteri-

zed as velocity class 5 (rapid) according to CRUDEN 
and VARNES [1996] classification and a slide accor-
ding to HUNGR et al. [2014].

7.3. Investigations after the major event

The geotechnical investigation after the major 
event focused on the rehabilitation measures for the 
road. The considered measures included: a) stabiliza-
tion of the landslide, b) bypassing of the unstable 
area via a tunnel east of the original alignment and c) 
going over the landslide via a bridge close to the ori-
ginal alignment. New inclinometers (A1, A2, A3, A4, 
A5, A7, A14, A17, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8 and 
B9) and piezometers (A15, A16, A1’, A2’, A3’, A4’, A9 
and B10) were installed as the previous ones were de-
stroyed (Figs. 5 and 12). This investigation confirmed 
the conclusions of the previous investigation about 
the geological setting, the depth of the slip surface, 

the direction of movement, the side limits of the un-
stable area and the pore pressure regime. A topo-
graphical survey of the new situation revealed that 
the average surface inclination of the slope did not 
change significantly at the lower altitudes of the slope 
indicative of a translational movement (Fig. 7). Mo-
reover, all inclinometers within and outside the unsta-
ble area did not show displacements from summer 
2003 till January 2006, suggesting a temporary stable 
condition. Movements resumed after that albeit at a 
reduced rate in comparison with that before the large 
movement.

At this final stage the landslide characteristics 
that changed significantly and their approximate fi-
nal values were: 

a) volume (approximately): 6.000.000 m3 of the 
moving ground, b) crest to toe length: 1050 m. 

8. Mechanisms of the landslide

In mainland Greece the pore pressures regime 
usually reaches a maximum from March to May, 
due to the combined effect of the wet/rainy period 
from mid-October until the end of March and the 

Fig. 9 – Landslide development view from south to north, i.e. towards Tripoli: a) intermediate state, b) equilibrium state.
Fig. 9 – Sviluppo della frana da sud a nord, ovvero in direzione di Tripoli: a) stato intermedio, b) stato di equilibrio.

Fig. 10 – Landslide development view from north to south, i.e. towards Kalamata: a) intermediate state, b) equilibrium state.
Fig. 10 – Sviluppo della frana da nord a sud, ovvero in direzione di Kalamata: a) stato intermedio; b) stato di equilibrio.

a)

a)

b)

b)
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snow melting during spring. However, for the Tsa-
kona case the major event occurred during Februa-
ry 2003 as a result of the extremely high, quite unu-
sual, precipitation of the previous months. It is cha-
racteristic that at the same period significant lan-
dslide events occurred all over Greece. Yet, the rain-
fall was the last factor of a chain of causes (combi-
ned with the geological setting and the manmade 
interventions) to trigger an already precarious sta-
bility condition. After all, the general geological 
and geomorphological setting reveals an unstable 
area (possibly a paleo slide) of a large volume assi-
sted by tectonic actions (see also section 3). As alre-
ady mentioned, the amphitheatric depletion at the 
top (area A1) is characteristic of previous landsli-
ding events, while from area A2 down to the river-

bed the morphology resembles a mass that transla-
tes or flows. In accordance to the investigations, the 
two evolution stages consist of the following mecha-
nisms.

8.1. Mechanism before the major event

Before the major event (operational period of the 
motorway) there was a deep seated translational move-
ment developing in area A at very slow rate (see sec-
tion 7.1). This slow movement (soil slope deformation 
according to HUNGR et al., 2014) was observed along a 
slip surface within the weathered clayey flysch. There-
fore, repairs on the carriageway were necessary at least 
on an annual basis due to subsidence and cracks wide-

Fig. 11 – Landslide toe and narrowing of riverbed flow [SOTIROPOULOS et al., 2004].
Fig. 11 – Piede della frana e restringimento del letto del fiume.

Fig. 12 – Surface monuments and boreholes of the geotechnical investigation after the major event.
Fig. 12 – Picchetti superficiali e fori di sondaggio dell’indagine effettuata dopo l’evento principale.
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ning. As already mentioned at this stage the landslide 
could be classified as a velocity class 1 (extremely slow).

8.2.Mechanism of the major event

The major (final) event included rapid displa-
cements, where a complex setting of both shallower 
mudflows and a deep seated translational slide oc-
curred almost concurrently. At this stage most of 
the movements were initially concentrated uphill 
(areas A1 and A2, Figs. 9a and 10a) and progressi-
vely extended downhill (Figs. 9b and 10b) towards 
to the toe identified before the major event (bot-
tom of area A3, Figs. 5, 6 and 7), where an uplift of 
a few meters was observed during the major event. 
The moving material comprised of mainly the surfi-
cial deposits that slid or flowed upon the flysch 
mantle.

As displacements continued, extensive sliding 
movements were observed below area A3, which is 
where area B actively joined the phenomenon. As 
the slide extended down to the physical limit of the 
slope (i.e. the riverbed of the gorge), a remarkable 
movement of the flysch outcrop of area B (situated 
north of the stream) also occurred (Figs. 5 and 6). 
This movement has been interpreted to have taken 
place along a weak siltstone interlayer within the 
flysch found in borehole A7 [SOTIROPOULOS et al. 
2004], which was found at depth from 31.50 to 
39.20m (e.g. Fig. 13). Above this weak interlayer the-
re are sandstone and chert flysch horizons. This mo-
vement could not have happened unless a huge 
thrust was exerted upon the bedrock outcrop from 
the uphill unstable surficial deposits. It is probable 
that the uphill complex displacement mechanism 
has played an important role as it provided an addi-
tional loading upon area A3. All these were greatly 
assisted by the preceding intense rainfall period (see 
paragraph 2.3). For instance, the surficial mudflows 
were affect by a progressive transition of the scatte-
red perched water tables into an almost continuous 
water table from ground surface down to the be-
drock.

Taking into account the overall geological and 
geomorphological setting and the aforementioned 
observations and mechanisms, it can be concluded 
that the interacting factors that contributed to the fi-
nal development of this instability phenomenon can 
be broadly divided into two categories: a) these that 
set up the geological framework of a potentially un-
stable area, which has suffered during its geological 
history landsliding events (such factors are the litho-
logy, the tectonics, the hydrogeology and the geo-
morphology) and b) those that provided a supple-
mentary destabilizing action within a relatively short 

Fig. 14 – Cross section showing the two-part slip mechanism along the axis of the slip surface.
Fig. 14 – Sezione trasversale con indicazione del meccanismo di scivolamento lungo l’asse della superficie di scivolamento.

Fig. 13 – Example of weak interlayer horizons within the 
flysch.
Fig. 13 – Esempio di orizzonti deboli nella formazione flyscioide.
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period (timescale of a decade, such factors are the 
manmade interventions and the recent climatic con-
ditions).

9. Investigation of stability and remediation 
measures

The stability was examined through traditional 
limit equilibrium analyses that included the slope 
geometry before and after the major event (Fig. 7). 
Given the large extend of the landslide and the 
complexity of the movements, slip surface geome-
try, strength and pore pressure regime, any kind of 
analysis can only be approximate.

9.1. Stability back analyses before the major event

Due to the considerable displacements develo-
ped along the deep slip surface, the mobilized 
strength is expected to correspond to the residual 
one. The deep slip surface follows the shape of 
the hard substratum, which around the motorway 
is concave downwards. This concavity imposes ki-
nematic constraints on the failure mechanism 
[CRUDEN and VARNES, 1996; DOUNIAS et al., 2006; BE-
LOKAS et al., 2013]. The stability analyses were per-
formed in area A and along the A1-A2 section 
(Fig. 14) taking into account the observed: a) 
depth of the deep slip surface and b) piezometric 
level around slip surface. This information was used 
in order to determine the average residual angle of 
shearing resistance, φr, mobilized along the slip sur-
face through the back analysis technique, to be com-
pared with the laboratory determined residual fric-
tion angle φr. 

The examined cases were:
– The mobilization of two semi-independent fai-

lures (areas A1 and A2-A3 respectively, Fig. 14). 
This mechanism is based on the hump imposed 
(from area A2) geometrical restriction for a ki-

nematically admissible sliding mechanism. In 
area A1 a φr=14.9ο or 14.6ο was calculated, whe-
reas in areas A2-A3 a φr=19.2ο or 18.4ο was obtai-
ned according to the method used. 

– The mobilization of a single slip, corresponding 
to a simultaneous activation or to large displace-
ments. This resulted to a φr=18.2ο.
The back analysed residual angle of shearing re-

sistance is close to the laboratory determined one 
and also in accordance to the published data and 
correlations for medium to low plasticity clayey soils 
(Fig. 8) [LUPINI et al., 1981; SKEMPTON, 1985; STARK 
and EID, 1994; TIKA et al., 1996; WESLEY, 2003]. 

9.2. Stability analyses after the major event

The slope was reanalysed for the new surface ge-
ometry, the same slip surface geometry and the back 
analysed residual shear strength. The factors of safe-
ty were generally increased by 5% to 10% [DOUNIAS et 
al., 2006], which is still low for the requirements of a 
motorway. The continuation of movements after 
2006 proved that even this calculated increase is que-
stionable.

9.3. Road remediation

The investigated remediation alternatives: a) sta-
bilization of the landslide, b) bypassing of the unsta-
ble area via a tunnel east of the original alignment 
and c) going over the landslide via a bridge close to 
the original alignment.

In order to stabilize the landslide, the applica-
tion of a wide array of measures was examined inclu-
ding excavations, underground drainage, slope sta-
bilizing piles, anchored piled-walls, and so on. Howe-
ver, the large extent and depth of the landslide re-
quired very expensive measures leaving also some 
uncertainty as to their effectiveness [DOUNIAS et al. 
2006]. For instance (Fig. 15), a large uphill excava-

Fig. 15 – Possible solutions: a) large uphill excavation, b) limited excavation and road realignment.
Fig. 15 – Possibili soluzioni: a) ampio rimodellamento per escavazione nella zona di monte, b) limitato rimodellamento per escavazione e 
riallineamento della strada.
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tion would not increase the factor of safety, while a 
realignment of the road with limited uphill excava-
tion would require extensive support for 1km and 
would change the geometrical characteristics of the 
road. 

The bypass via a tunnel was also a very expensive 
solution also requiring the construction of new road 
segments.

Going over the landslide via a bridge was investi-
gated and found to be the more economical of the 
alternatives. A 450 m long bridge with a steel arch 
section of 300 m span was selected. The location of a 
stable secure foundation for the central pier was pa-
ramount for the construction (Fig. 16). The geo-
technical investigation defined the safe positions for 

the bridge piers and the free space requirements, so 
that any subsequent slope movement would not in-
terfere with the bridge [DOUNIAS et al., 2006; FIKIRIS et 
al., 2011]. The construction of the impressive bridge 
was concluded and it was delivered to traffic in early 
2016 (Fig. 17). 

10. Lessons learnt – Conclusions

The Tsakona landslide mechanism had two sta-
ges: 
a) The initial stage, before the major event, which 

included slow rate displacements (velocity class 
1 according to CRUDEN and VARNES [1996] clas-
sification and soil slope deformation according 
to HUNGR et al. [2014] with a piezometric surfa-
ce up to just a few meters above the slip surface. 
During this stage the surface deposits were tran-
slating along the deep seated slip surface within 
the weathered flysch. 

b) The final stage, or major event, which included 
rapid rate and big displacements (velocity class 5 
according to CRUDEN and VARNES [1996] classifi-
cation and slide according to HUNGR et al. [2014] 
and an expansion of the landslide limits uphill 
and mainly downhill. During this stage a com-
plex setting of shallower mudflows and a deep 
seated translational slide occurred. It is hard to 
distinguish which one occurred first but they ac-
tively interacted.
The average rate of displacement measured for a 

short period, before the major event, could not be 
used to predict future displacements, particularly as 
there were no available rainfall records to be linked 

Fig. 16 – Solution chosen. A bridge over the landslide.
Fig. 16 – Soluzione  adottata. Attraversamento in viadotto.

Fig. 17 – The 450 m long bridge with a steel arch spanning 
300 m completed.
Fig. 17 – Il viadotto lungo 450 m e dotato di un arco in acciaio 
di 300 m, ormai completato.
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with. However, although the displacement rate measu-
red during the 2000-2001 investigation was low, it 
could not be ignored since an acceleration of the mo-
vement is more probable in a modified environment, 
due to combined geological processes and manmade 
interventions. For the Tsakona case, the prolonged 
unusually very wet season most probably provided the 
final trigger on an already precarious stability condi-
tion. A higher than usual increase of the piezometric 
surface during the wet season could accelerate move-
ments.

Therefore, careful observations of the natural re-
lief can provide clues of past earth movements, 
which may recur. Often these observations are mea-
ningful at a scale larger than in the area immediately 
affected by the geotechnical project at hand and 
should be supplemented with proper geotechnical 
investigation and monitoring.
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La frana di Tsakona nella regione del 
Peloponneso, in Grecia

Sommario 

Nel febbraio del 2003, un movimento franoso complesso 
consistente in uno scorrimento rotazionale profondo accompagnato 
da uno scivolamento superficiale provocò una delle maggiori frane 
che abbiano interessato un tratto di autostrada in Grecia.

Una serie di indagini geotecniche condotte tra il 2000 e il 2001, 
dunque prima dell’evento catastrofico, avevano già messo in luce 
una zona in lenta deformazione, lunga circa 680 m e del volume di 
2.500.000 m3. I materiali mobilizzati erano per lo più costituiti da 
depositi superficiali (compresi terreni di riporto e parti di rilevato), 
mentre i movimenti profondi si sviluppavano per lo più all’interno 
della parte alterata di una formazione flyschoide a profondità 
variabili tra circa 20 m e 35 m. Benché la velocità di spostamento 
fosse molto ridotta, non è stato possibile evitare un processo di 

accelerazione in un contesto modificato da una combinazione di 
processi geologici e interventi antropici. Nel caso della frana di 
Tsakona, una stagione particolarmente umida ed eccessivamente 
protratta ha costituito con molta probabilità il fattore scatenante di 
una situazione in condizioni di stabilità già precarie.

L’evento principale si verificò nel febbraio 2003 espandendo i 
limiti della frana fino al letto del fiume, e bloccando localmente 
il flusso dell’acqua. In particolare, circa 200 m di carreggiata 
scivolarono per circa 100 m in piano e 40m in verticale. A questo 
stadio, il materiale franoso raggiunse i 1050 m di lunghezza e 
6.000.000 m3 di volume. I movimenti, dopo la fine dell’evento 
principale, furono trascurabili. L’art icolo prende in esame i diversi 
processi naturali e le interazioni con l’attività antropica che 
hanno interessato la stabilità del versante. Per quanto riguarda 
gli interventi di stabilizzazione, si è ritenuto che una deviazione 
rispetto all’area di frana tramite una galleria attraverso la 
montagna o l’attraversamento in viadotto dell’area stessa,  avrebbe 
assicurato condizioni di sicurezza sufficienti a un costo accettabile. 
Alla fine si è optato per l’attraversamento in viadotto.




